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Appendix A. Full Tables 
 
 
 
 

Table A1. Sample composition, two studies 
   
 Study 1 Study 2 
   
   
Fielded May 10, 2019 December 6, 2019 
   
Initial N 1,508 1,106 
Failed attention check (%) 100 (6.6) 25 (2.3) 
Final valid N 1,408 1,081 
   
   
Female, % 53.4 50.8 
Age in years, average (SD) 39.3 (12.6) 39.7 (12.4) 
English first language, % 97.0 97.2 
   
Race, %   
- Hispanic/Latino 8.2 6.2 
- White/Caucasian 76.1 75.7 
- Black/African American 9.9 13.5 
- Native American 2.1 1.7 
- Asian origin 8.5 7.2 
   
Education, selected categories, %   
- High school 8.7 7.7 
- Some college but no degree 22.5 19.1 
- Bachelor’s degree 39.4 42.3 
- Master’s degree 14.1 16.0 
   
Respondent Big Five, average on 1-7 scale (SD)   
- Extraversion 3.7 (1.6) 3.6 (1.7) 
- Agreeableness 5.2 (1.3) 5.3 (1.3) 
- Conscientiousness 5.5(1.3) 5.5 (1.4) 
- Emotional Stability 4.9 (1.5) 4.9 (1.5) 
- Openness 5.1 (1.3) 4.9 (1.3) 
   
Respondent Dark Triad, average on 1-7 scale (SD)   
- Narcissism 3.4 (1.5) 3.4 (1.6) 
- Psychopathy 2.7 (1.4) 2.9 (1.6) 
- Machiavellianism 2.6 (1.6) 2.9 (1.7) 
   
Interest in politics, %   
- Not at all 2.4 2.0 
- Not very 10.7 10.6 
- Somewhat 50.5 41.8 
- Very 36.4 45.6 
   
Party ID, %   
- Strong D 25.1 29.5 
- Leaning D 29.9 25.6 
- Neither/Independent 10.9 10.6 
- Leaning R 19.7 18.0 
- Strong R 14.4 16.3 
   
Left-right, average on 0-10 scale (SD) 4.6 (3.0) 4.6 (3.1) 
   

Note. Percentages on all profile variables computed for valid respondents only (having passed the attention 
check). 
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Table A2. Study 1: Personality traits, zero-order correlations 
          
  E A C Es O N P M 
          
          
Extraversion (E) r .        
 p         
 N         
          
Agreeableness (A) r 0.07 .       
 p 0.006        
 N 1408        
          
Conscientiousness (C) r 0.06 0.39 .      
 p 0.022 0.000       
 N 1408 1408       
          
Emotional stability (Es) r 0.23 0.39 0.44 .     
 p 0.000 0.000 0.000      
 N 1408 1408 1408      
          
Openness (O) r 0.25 0.27 0.23 0.25 .    
 p 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000     
 N 1408 1408 1408 1408     
          
Narcissism (N) r 0.31 -0.23 -0.24 -0.13 -0.03 .   
 p 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.221    
 N 1408 1408 1408 1408 1408    
          
Psychopathy (P) r -0.04 -0.60 -0.46 -0.29 -0.28 0.45 .  
 p 0.098 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000   
 N 1402 1402 1402 1402 1402 1402   
          
Machiavellianism (M) r 0.08 -0.43 -0.45 -0.23 -0.22 0.54 0.72 . 
 p 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000  
 N 1398 1398 1398 1398 1398 1398 1392  
          
          
Republican a r 0.04 -0.10 0.04 0.01 -0.14 0.08 0.12 0.07 
 p 0.104 0.000 0.174 0.810 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.010 
 N 1408 1408 1408 1408 1408 1408 1402 1398 
          

a 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
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Table A3. Study 2: Personality traits, zero-order correlations 

            
  E A C Es O N P M TTN CA 
            
            
Extraversion (E) r .          
 p           
 N           
            
Agreeableness (A) r 0.11 .         
 p 0.000          
 N 1081          
            
Conscientiousness (C) r 0.12 0.47 .        
 p 0.000 0.000         
 N 1081 1081         
            
Emotional stability (Es) r 0.28 0.44 0.51 .       
 p 0.000 0.000 0.000        
 N 1081 1081 1081        
            
Openness (O) r 0.24 0.34 0.29 0.29 .      
 p 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000       
 N 1081 1081 1081 1081       
            
Narcissism (N) r 0.28 -0.25 -0.30 -0.11 -0.12 .     
 p 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000      
 N 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081      
            
Psychopathy (P) r -0.03 -0.63 -0.50 -0.31 -0.34 0.53 .    
 p 0.371 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000     
 N 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081     
            
Machiavellianism (M) r 0.05 -0.50 -0.46 -0.29 -0.27 0.58 0.76 .   
 p 0.075 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000    
 N 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081    
            
Toler. to negativity (TTN) r 0.02 -0.14 -0.09 0.04 0.01 0.11 0.16 0.16 .  
 p 0.567 0.000 0.004 0.229 0.723 0.000 0.000 0.000   
 N 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081   
            
Conflict avoidance (CA) r -0.16 0.18 0.06 -0.09 -0.14 -0.09 -0.13 -0.13 -0.32 . 
 p 0.000 0.000 0.035 0.002 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000  
 N 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081  
            
            
Republican a r 0.03 -0.13 -0.05 0.00 -0.19 0.13 0.18 0.16 -0.04 -0.01 
 p 0.408 0.000 0.118 0.948 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.147 0.845 
 N 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 1081 
            

a 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
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Table A4. Study 1: Evaluation of the sponsor; direct effects 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
N policy a -0.49 (0.12) ***       
N character -0.75 (0.12) ***       
N character harsh -0.76 (0.12) ***       
N policy + humour -0.62 (0.12) ***       
N character + humour -0.59 (0.12) ***       
N character harsh + humour -0.92 (0.13) ***       
          
Negative (vs. positive) a    -0.69 (0.10) ***    
          
Character (vs. policy) b       -0.20 (0.08) ** 
          
Republican c -0.47 (0.02) *** -0.47 (0.02) *** -0.50 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 6.26 (0.11) *** 6.26 (0.11) *** 5.79 (0.10) *** 
          
          
Observations 1,408   1,408   1,208   
R-squared 0.25   0.24   0.23   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category is the positive message. 
b Reference category includes the two negative policy attacks. Positive message excluded from the analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A5. Study 1: Evaluation of the target; direct effects 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
N policy a -0.48 (0.12) ***       
N character -0.28 (0.12) *       
N character harsh -0.34 (0.12) **       
N policy + humour -0.33 (0.12) **       
N character + humour -0.36 (0.12) **       
N character harsh + humour -0.41 (0.12) ***       
          
Negative (vs. positive) a    -0.36 (0.09) ***    
          
Character (vs. policy) b       0.06 (0.07)  
          
Republican c 0.49 (0.02) *** 0.49 (0.02) *** 0.49 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 2.64 (0.11) *** 2.64 (0.11) *** 2.23 (0.09) *** 
          
          
Observations 1,408   1,408   1,208   
R-squared 0.24   0.24   0.24   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category is the positive message. 
b Reference category includes the two negative policy attacks. Positive message excluded from the analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A6. Study 1: Evaluation of the sponsor; moderated effects 
       
 M1   M2   
       
       
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
       
       
Negative (vs. positive) a -0.37 (0.91)     
       
Character (vs. policy) b    -0.56 (0.70)  
       
Extraversion 0.00 (0.06)  0.01 (0.04)  
Agreeableness 0.11 (0.10)  0.13 (0.06) * 
Conscientiousness 0.21 (0.08) * -0.03 (0.06)  
Emotional stability -0.06 (0.07)  0.05 (0.05)  
Openness 0.07 (0.07)  0.02 (0.05)  
Narcissism 0.12 (0.08)  0.05 (0.05)  
Psychopathy 0.11 (0.11)  0.15 (0.07) * 
Machiavellianism -0.06 (0.09)  0.10 (0.06)  
       
Negative * Extraversion -0.03 (0.07)     
Negative * Agreeableness -0.01 (0.11)     
Negative * Conscientiousness -0.18 (0.09) *    
Negative * Emotional stability 0.11 (0.08)     
Negative * Openness 0.00 (0.08)     
Negative * Narcissism -0.04 (0.08)     
Negative * Psychopathy -0.01 (0.11)     
Negative * Machiavellianism 0.17 (0.09) †    
       
Character * Extraversion    -0.05 (0.05)  
Character * Agreeableness    -0.05 (0.08)  
Character * Conscientiousness    0.11 (0.07)  
Character * Emotional stability    -0.01 (0.06)  
Character * Openness    0.06 (0.07)  
Character * Narcissism    0.04 (0.06)  
Character * Psychopathy    -0.07 (0.09)  
Character * Machiavellianism    0.01 (0.08)  
       
Republican c -0.48 (0.02) *** -0.51 (0.03) *** 
       
Constant 3.94 (0.85) *** 4.03 (0.56) *** 
       
       
Observations 1,392   1,194   
R-squared 0.29   0.28   
Interactions (Prob < F) 0.0964   0.6002   
       

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category is the positive message. 
b Reference category includes the two negative policy attacks. Positive message excluded from the analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A7. Study 1: Evaluation of the target; moderated effects 
       
 M1   M2   
       
       
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
       
       
Negative (vs. positive) a 0.17 (0.89)     
       
Character (vs. policy) b    1.12 (0.67) † 
       
Extraversion 0.07 (0.06)  0.04 (0.04)  
Agreeableness 0.11 (0.10)  0.19 (0.06) ** 
Conscientiousness 0.14 (0.08) † 0.00 (0.05)  
Emotional stability 0.08 (0.07)  0.07 (0.05)  
Openness -0.24 (0.07) ** -0.13 (0.05) * 
Narcissism 0.21 (0.08) ** 0.13 (0.05) ** 
Psychopathy -0.10 (0.10)  0.21 (0.07) ** 
Machiavellianism 0.15 (0.08) † -0.03 (0.06)  
       
Negative * Extraversion -0.02 (0.07)     
Negative * Agreeableness 0.00 (0.11)     
Negative * Conscientiousness -0.14 (0.09)     
Negative * Emotional stability -0.05 (0.07)     
Negative * Openness 0.14 (0.08) †    
Negative * Narcissism -0.11 (0.08)     
Negative * Psychopathy 0.18 (0.11)     
Negative * Machiavellianism -0.10 (0.09)     
       
Character * Extraversion    0.01 (0.05)  
Character * Agreeableness    -0.13 (0.07) † 
Character * Conscientiousness    -0.02 (0.07)  
Character * Emotional stability    -0.05 (0.06)  
Character * Openness    0.05 (0.06)  
Character * Narcissism    -0.03 (0.06)  
Character * Psychopathy    -0.19 (0.09) * 
Character * Machiavellianism    0.10 (0.07)  
       
Republican c 0.46 (0.02) *** 0.46 (0.03) *** 
       
Constant 1.07 (0.83)  0.53 (0.54)  
       
       
Observations 1,392   1,194   
R-squared 0.31   0.30   
Interactions (Prob < F) 0.1294   0.3414   
       

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category is the positive message. 
b Reference category includes the two negative policy attacks. Positive message excluded from the analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A8. Study 1: Evaluation of the sponsor; three-way interactions with partisanship 
       
 M1   M2   
       
       
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
       
       
Negative (vs. positive) a 1.25 (1.91)     
       
Character (vs. policy) b    0.91 (1.55)  
       
Extraversion -0.04 (0.13)  -0.04 (0.09)  
Agreeableness 0.48 (0.23) * 0.24 (0.15)  
Conscientiousness 0.08 (0.18)  0.21 (0.13)  
Emotional stability -0.29 (0.16) † -0.24 (0.11) * 
Openness 0.25 (0.16)  0.10 (0.13)  
Narcissism -0.18 (0.17)  -0.01 (0.11)  
Psychopathy -0.03 (0.23)  0.01 (0.17)  
Machiavellianism 0.11 (0.19)  0.01 (0.16)  
       
Republican c -0.20 (0.61)  -0.58 (0.42)  
       
Republican * Extraversion 0.01 (0.04)  0.02 (0.03)  
Republican * Agreeableness -0.12 (0.08)  -0.03 (0.04)  
Republican * Conscientiousness 0.02 (0.06)  -0.09 (0.04) * 
Republican * Emotional stability 0.08 (0.05)  0.11 (0.04) ** 
Republican * Openness -0.07 (0.05)  -0.04 (0.04)  
Republican * Narcissism 0.11 (0.06) † 0.02 (0.04)  
Republican * Psychopathy 0.04 (0.08)  0.04 (0.05)  
Republican * Machiavellianism -0.07 (0.07)  0.04 (0.05)  
       
Republican * Negative -0.62 (0.65)     
       
Negative * Extraversion -0.01 (0.14)     
Negative * Agreeableness -0.45 (0.24) †    
Negative * Conscientiousness 0.16 (0.19)     
Negative * Emotional stability 0.31 (0.17) †    
Negative * Openness -0.27 (0.18)     
Negative * Narcissism 0.16 (0.18)     
Negative * Psychopathy -0.09 (0.25)     
Negative * Machiavellianism -0.11 (0.21)     
       
Republican * Negative * Extraversion 0.00 (0.05)     
Republican * Negative * Agreeableness 0.14 (0.08) †    
Republican * Negative * Conscientiousness -0.10 (0.07)     
Republican * Negative * Emotional stability -0.07 (0.06)     
Republican * Negative * Openness 0.09 (0.06)     
Republican * Negative * Narcissism -0.07 (0.06)     
Republican * Negative * Psychopathy 0.02 (0.08)     
Republican * Negative * Machiavellianism 0.11 (0.07)     
       
Republican * Character    -0.40 (0.50)  
       
Character * Extraversion    -0.03 (0.11)  
Character * Agreeableness    -0.30 (0.18) † 
Character * Conscientiousness    0.05 (0.16)  
Character * Emotional stability    0.35 (0.13) * 
Character * Openness    -0.16 (0.15)  
Character * Narcissism    -0.02 (0.14)  
Character * Psychopathy    -0.19 (0.20)  
Character * Machiavellianism    -0.01 (0.18)  
       
Republican * Character * Extraversion    -0.01 (0.04)  
Republican * Character * Agreeableness    0.08 (0.05)  
Republican * Character * Conscientiousness    0.02 (0.05)  
Republican * Character * Emotional stability    -0.13 (0.04) ** 
Republican * Character * Openness    0.08 (0.05)  
Republican * Character * Narcissism    0.02 (0.05)  
Republican * Character * Psychopathy    0.04 (0.06)  
Republican * Character * Machiavellianism    0.00 (0.06)  
       
Constant 3.63 (1.78) * 4.30 (1.30) *** 
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Observations 1,392   1,194   
R-squared 0.35   0.35   
       

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category is the positive message. 
b Reference category includes the two negative policy attacks. Positive message excluded from the analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A9. Study 1: Evaluation of the target; three-way interactions with partisanship 
       
 M1   M2   
       
       
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
       
       
Negative (vs. positive) a 2.99 (1.91)     
       
Character (vs. policy) b    3.34 (1.51) * 
       
Extraversion 0.11 (0.13)  0.08 (0.09)  
Agreeableness 0.43 (0.23) † 0.04 (0.15)  
Conscientiousness 0.13 (0.18)  0.03 (0.13)  
Emotional stability 0.04 (0.16)  0.08 (0.11)  
Openness -0.43 (0.16) ** -0.14 (0.13)  
Narcissism 0.28 (0.17) † 0.29 (0.11) ** 
Psychopathy 0.14 (0.23)  0.36 (0.16) * 
Machiavellianism 0.25 (0.20)  -0.03 (0.15)  
       
Republican c 1.05 (0.61) † 0.55 (0.41)  
       
Republican * Extraversion -0.01 (0.04)  -0.01 (0.03)  
Republican * Agreeableness -0.12 (0.08)  0.05 (0.04)  
Republican * Conscientiousness 0.01 (0.06)  -0.01 (0.04)  
Republican * Emotional stability 0.01 (0.05)  -0.00 (0.04)  
Republican * Openness 0.08 (0.05)  0.01 (0.04)  
Republican * Narcissism -0.02 (0.06)  -0.06 (0.04)  
Republican * Psychopathy -0.08 (0.08)  -0.04 (0.05)  
Republican * Machiavellianism -0.04 (0.07)  0.00 (0.05)  
       
Republican * Negative -1.06 (0.65)     
       
Negative * Extraversion -0.04 (0.14)     
Negative * Agreeableness -0.48 (0.24) *    
Negative * Conscientiousness -0.25 (0.20)     
Negative * Emotional stability -0.01 (0.17)     
Negative * Openness 0.30 (0.18) †    
Negative * Narcissism -0.04 (0.18)     
Negative * Psychopathy 0.04 (0.25)     
Negative * Machiavellianism -0.29 (0.21)     
       
Republican * Negative * Extraversion 0.00 (0.05)     
Republican * Negative * Agreeableness 0.18 (0.08) *    
Republican * Negative * Conscientiousness 0.04 (0.07)     
Republican * Negative * Emotional stability -0.01 (0.06)     
Republican * Negative * Openness -0.06 (0.06)     
Republican * Negative * Narcissism -0.03 (0.06)     
Republican * Negative * Psychopathy 0.05 (0.08)     
Republican * Negative * Machiavellianism 0.07 (0.07)     
       
Republican * Character    -0.83 (0.49) † 
       
Character * Extraversion    -0.01 (0.11)  
Character * Agreeableness    -0.13 (0.17)  
Character * Conscientiousness    -0.25 (0.16)  
Character * Emotional stability    -0.06 (0.13)  
Character * Openness    0.02 (0.15)  
Character * Narcissism    -0.07 (0.13)  
Character * Psychopathy    -0.25 (0.20)  
Character * Machiavellianism    -0.03 (0.18)  
       
Republican * Character * Extraversion    0.01 (0.04)  
Republican * Character * Agreeableness    0.01 (0.05)  
Republican * Character * Conscientiousness    0.08 (0.05)  
Republican * Character * Emotional stability    0.01 (0.04)  
Republican * Character * Openness    0.01 (0.05)  
Republican * Character * Narcissism    0.01 (0.04)  
Republican * Character * Psychopathy    0.02 (0.06)  
Republican * Character * Machiavellianism    0.05 (0.06)  
       
Constant -0.65 (1.78)  0.09 (1.27)  
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Observations 1,392   1,194   
R-squared 0.34   0.33   
       

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category is the positive message. 
b Reference category includes the two negative policy attacks. Positive message excluded from the analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A10. Study 2: Evaluation of the sponsor; direct effects 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
N policy civil, no fear, no populism a -0.38 (0.16) *       
N character civil, no fear, no populism -0.30 (0.16) †       
N character civil, fear, no populism -0.05 (0.16)        
N character civil, no fear, populism -0.19 (0.16)        
N character civil, fear, populism -0.23 (0.16)        
N character uncivil, no fear, no populism -0.54 (0.16) ***       
N character uncivil, fear, no populism -0.50 (0.16) **       
N character uncivil, no fear, populism -0.63 (0.16) ***       
N character uncivil, fear, populism -0.59 (0.16) ***       
          
Negative (vs. positive) a    -0.38 (0.10) ***    
          
Uncivil (vs. civil) b       -0.38 (0.09) *** 
          
Republican c 0.49 (0.03) *** 0.49 (0.03) *** 0.49 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 2.96 (0.12) *** 2.96 (0.12) *** 2.77 (0.11) *** 
          
          
Observations 1,081   1,081   789   
R-squared 0.26   0.25   0.25   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the two positive messages (positive policy, positive character). 
b Reference category includes the four negative character civil messages. Positive messages excluded from 
analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A11. Study 2: Evaluation of the target; direct effects 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
N policy civil, no fear, no populism a -0.33 (0.16) *       
N character civil, no fear, no populism -0.23 (0.16)        
N character civil, fear, no populism -0.16 (0.16)        
N character civil, no fear, populism -0.41 (0.16) **       
N character civil, fear, populism -0.51 (0.16) **       
N character uncivil, no fear, no populism -0.21 (0.16)        
N character uncivil, fear, no populism -0.24 (0.16)        
N character uncivil, no fear, populism -0.27 (0.16) †       
N character uncivil, fear, populism -0.10 (0.15)        
          
Negative (vs. positive) a    -0.27 (0.10) **    
          
Uncivil (vs. civil) b       0.12 (0.09)  
          
Republican c -0.29 (0.03) *** -0.29 (0.03) *** -0.33 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 5.32 (0.11) *** 5.32 (0.11) *** 5.09 (0.10) *** 
          
          
Observations 1,081   1,081   789   
R-squared 0.11   0.11   0.13   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the two positive messages (positive policy, positive character). 
b Reference category includes the four negative character civil messages. Positive messages excluded from 
analysis. 
c 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A12. Study 2: Evaluation of the sponsor; moderated effects (negative vs. positive) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Negative (vs. positive) a -0.69 (0.29) * 0.30 (0.41)  -1.33 (0.79) † 
          
Tolerance to negativity -0.02 (0.08)        
Negative * Tolerance to negativity 0.10 (0.08)        
          
Conflict avoidance    0.11 (0.09)     
Negative * Conflict avoidance    -0.17 (0.10) †    
          
Extraversion       -0.02 (0.06)  
Agreeableness       0.15 (0.09) † 
Conscientiousness       0.05 (0.08)  
Emotional stability       0.01 (0.07)  
Openness       -0.17 (0.07) * 
Narcissism       0.18 (0.07) * 
Psychopathy       -0.18 (0.10) † 
Machiavellianism       0.17 (0.08) * 
          
Negative * Extraversion       0.05 (0.06)  
Negative * Agreeableness       -0.05 (0.10)  
Negative * Conscientiousness       -0.06 (0.09)  
Negative * Emotional stability       0.05 (0.07)  
Negative * Openness       0.10 (0.08)  
Negative * Narcissism       -0.01 (0.08)  
Negative * Psychopathy       0.27 (0.11) * 
Negative * Machiavellianism       -0.05 (0.09)  
          
Republican b 0.49 (0.03) *** 0.49 (0.03) *** 0.43 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 3.02 (0.27) *** 2.52 (0.37) *** 2.31 (0.71) ** 
          
          
Observations 1,081   1,081   1,081   
R-squared 0.25   0.25   0.36   
Interactions (Prob < F) 0.2409   0.0847   0.0215   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the two positive messages (positive policy, positive character). 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A13. Study 2: Evaluation of the sponsor; moderated effects (uncivil vs. civil) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Uncivil (vs. civil) a -0.80 (0.25) ** 0.21 (0.39)  -0.92 (0.77)  
          
Tolerance to negativity 0.02 (0.05)        
Uncivil * Tolerance to negativity 0.14 (0.08) †       
          
Conflict avoidance    0.00 (0.07)     
Uncivil * Conflict avoidance    -0.14 (0.09)     
          
Extraversion       -0.00 (0.04)  
Agreeableness       0.19 (0.07) ** 
Conscientiousness       -0.01 (0.06)  
Emotional stability       0.02 (0.05)  
Openness       -0.07 (0.05)  
Narcissism       0.17 (0.05) *** 
Psychopathy       0.07 (0.07)  
Machiavellianism       0.07 (0.06)  
          
Uncivil * Extraversion       0.08 (0.06)  
Uncivil * Agreeableness       -0.15 (0.09)  
Uncivil * Conscientiousness       0.00 (0.08)  
Uncivil * Emotional stability       0.11 (0.07)  
Uncivil * Openness       0.01 (0.07)  
Uncivil * Narcissism       -0.05 (0.07)  
Uncivil * Psychopathy       0.11 (0.10)  
Uncivil * Machiavellianism       0.09 (0.09)  
          
Republican b 0.50 (0.03) *** 0.49 (0.03) *** 0.43 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 2.70 (0.20) *** 2.75 (0.29) *** 1.20 (0.54) * 
          
          
Observations 789   789   789   
R-squared 0.26   0.26   0.39   
Interactions (Prob < F) 0.0704   0.1182   0.0072   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the four negative character civil messages. Positive messages excluded from 
analysis. 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A14. Study 2: Evaluation of the target; moderated effects (negative vs. positive) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Negative (vs. positive) a -0.22 (0.29)  -0.05 (0.40)  -0.73 (0.80)  
          
Tolerance to negativity 0.03 (0.08)        
Negative * Tolerance to negativity -0.02 (0.08)        
          
Conflict avoidance    0.09 (0.09)     
Negative * Conflict avoidance    -0.05 (0.10)     
          
Extraversion       -0.02 (0.06)  
Agreeableness       0.21 (0.09) * 
Conscientiousness       0.06 (0.08)  
Emotional stability       -0.11 (0.07) † 
Openness       -0.10 (0.07)  
Narcissism       0.12 (0.07) † 
Psychopathy       -0.03 (0.10)  
Machiavellianism       0.18 (0.08) * 
          
Negative * Extraversion       0.01 (0.06)  
Negative * Agreeableness       -0.07 (0.10)  
Negative * Conscientiousness       -0.08 (0.09)  
Negative * Emotional stability       0.09 (0.07)  
Negative * Openness       0.12 (0.08)  
Negative * Narcissism       0.06 (0.08)  
Negative * Psychopathy       0.14 (0.11)  
Negative * Machiavellianism       -0.14 (0.09)  
          
Republican b -0.29 (0.03) *** -0.29 (0.03) *** -0.33 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 5.22 (0.27) *** 4.95 (0.37) *** 4.20 (0.72) *** 
          
          
Observations 1,081   1,081   1,081   
R-squared 0.11   0.11   0.20   
Interactions (Prob < F) 0.8328   0.5699   0.2986   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the two positive messages (positive policy, positive character). 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A15. Study 2: Evaluation of the target; moderated effects (uncivil vs. civil) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Uncivil (vs. civil) a -0.04 (0.25)  -0.82 (0.38) * -0.66 (0.78)  
          
Tolerance to negativity -0.02 (0.05)        
Uncivil * Tolerance to negativity 0.05 (0.07)        
          
Conflict avoidance    -0.08 (0.06)     
Uncivil * Conflict avoidance    0.23 (0.09) **    
          
Extraversion       -0.01 (0.04)  
Agreeableness       0.05 (0.07)  
Conscientiousness       -0.05 (0.06)  
Emotional stability       0.01 (0.05)  
Openness       0.03 (0.05)  
Narcissism       0.25 (0.05) *** 
Psychopathy       0.00 (0.07)  
Machiavellianism       0.06 (0.06)  
          
Uncivil * Extraversion       -0.01 (0.06)  
Uncivil * Agreeableness       0.16 (0.09) † 
Uncivil * Conscientiousness       0.06 (0.08)  
Uncivil * Emotional stability       -0.05 (0.07)  
Uncivil * Openness       -0.04 (0.07)  
Uncivil * Narcissism       -0.10 (0.07)  
Uncivil * Psychopathy       0.15 (0.10)  
Uncivil * Machiavellianism       -0.01 (0.09)  
          
Republican b -0.33 (0.03) *** -0.33 (0.03) *** -0.36 (0.03) *** 
          
Constant 5.15 (0.19) *** 5.42 (0.28) *** 3.98 (0.55) *** 
          
          
Observations 789   789   789   
R-squared 0.13   0.14   0.23   
Interactions (Prob < F) 0.4774   0.0099   0.5693   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the four negative character civil messages. Positive messages excluded from 
analysis. 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Table A16. Study 2: Evaluation of the sponsor; three-way moderated effects (negative vs. positive) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Negative (vs. positive) a -1.04 (0.62) † -0.17 (0.84)  -2.39 (1.66)  
          
Republican b 0.41 (0.21) * 0.23 (0.27)  0.14 (0.47)  
          
Republican * Negative 0.14 (0.22)  0.19 (0.30)  0.28 (0.54)  
          
Tolerance to negativity -0.05 (0.16)        
Republican * Tolerance to negativity 0.01 (0.06)        
Negative * Tolerance to negativity 0.17 (0.18)        
Rep * Negative * Tolerance to negativity -0.03 (0.06)        
          
Conflict avoidance    -0.03 (0.18)     
Republican * Conflict avoidance    0.06 (0.07)     
Negative * Conflict avoidance    -0.08 (0.20)     
Rep * Negative * Conflict avoidance    -0.04 (0.07)     
          
Extraversion       0.11 (0.12)  
Agreeableness       0.10 (0.20)  
Conscientiousness       0.01 (0.18)  
Emotional stability       0.15 (0.14)  
Openness       -0.54 (0.15) *** 
Narcissism       0.18 (0.15)  
Psychopathy       -0.21 (0.21)  
Machiavellianism       0.31 (0.20)  
          
Republican * Extraversion       -0.05 (0.05)  
Republican * Agreeableness       0.01 (0.06)  
Republican * Conscientiousness       0.01 (0.06)  
Republican * Emotional stability       -0.05 (0.05)  
Republican * Openness       0.14 (0.05) ** 
Republican * Narcissism       -0.00 (0.05)  
Republican * Psychopathy       0.00 (0.07)  
Republican * Machiavellianism       -0.04 (0.06)  
          
Negative * Extraversion       -0.05 (0.13)  
Negative * Agreeableness       0.08 (0.22)  
Negative * Conscientiousness       -0.12 (0.19)  
Negative * Emotional stability       -0.10 (0.16)  
Negative * Openness       0.40 (0.17) * 
Negative * Narcissism       -0.01 (0.16)  
Negative * Psychopathy       0.38 (0.23)  
Negative * Machiavellianism       -0.09 (0.22)  
          
Rep * Negative * Extraversion       0.04 (0.05)  
Rep * Negative * Agreeableness       -0.04 (0.07)  
Rep * Negative * Conscientiousness       0.03 (0.07)  
Rep * Negative * Emotional stability       0.06 (0.05)  
Rep * Negative * Openness       -0.11 (0.06) † 
Rep * Negative * Narcissism       0.01 (0.06)  
Rep * Negative * Psychopathy       -0.03 (0.08)  
Rep * Negative * Machiavellianism       -0.00 (0.07)  
          
Constant 3.21 (0.56) *** 3.16 (0.76) *** 3.30 (1.47) * 
          
          
Observations 1,081   1,081   1,081   
R-squared 0.25   0.25   0.38   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the two positive messages (positive policy, positive character). 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1  
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Table A17. Study 2: Evaluation of the sponsor; three-way moderated effects (uncivil vs. civil) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Uncivil (vs. civil) a -1.14 (0.55) * -0.59 (0.76)  -1.60 (1.64)  
          
Republican b 0.45 (0.13) *** 0.28 (0.18)  0.38 (0.39)  
          
Republican * Uncivil 0.12 (0.18)  0.32 (0.26)  0.18 (0.53)  
          
Tolerance to negativity 0.01 (0.11)        
Republican * Tolerance to negativity 0.00 (0.04)        
Uncivil * Tolerance to negativity 0.17 (0.16)        
Rep * Uncivil * Tolerance to negativity -0.01 (0.05)        
          
Conflict avoidance    -0.11 (0.13)     
Republican * Conflict avoidance    0.04 (0.04)     
Uncivil * Conflict avoidance    0.00 (0.18)     
Rep * Uncivil * Conflict avoidance    -0.06 (0.06)     
          
Extraversion       -0.10 (0.08)  
Agreeableness       0.33 (0.15) * 
Conscientiousness       -0.18 (0.12)  
Emotional stability       0.07 (0.11)  
Openness       -0.15 (0.11)  
Narcissism       0.21 (0.10) * 
Psychopathy       0.33 (0.14) * 
Machiavellianism       -0.05 (0.13)  
          
Republican * Extraversion       0.04 (0.03)  
Republican * Agreeableness       -0.05 (0.05)  
Republican * Conscientiousness       0.06 (0.04)  
Republican * Emotional stability       -0.02 (0.04)  
Republican * Openness       0.03 (0.03)  
Republican * Narcissism       -0.01 (0.04)  
Republican * Psychopathy       -0.10 (0.05) * 
Republican * Machiavellianism       0.04 (0.04)  
          
Uncivil * Extraversion       0.27 (0.12) * 
Uncivil * Agreeableness       -0.15 (0.20)  
Uncivil * Conscientiousness       0.09 (0.17)  
Uncivil * Emotional stability       0.02 (0.15)  
Uncivil * Openness       -0.03 (0.15)  
Uncivil * Narcissism       -0.12 (0.14)  
Uncivil * Psychopathy       -0.20 (0.20)  
Uncivil * Machiavellianism       0.51 (0.18) ** 
          
Rep * Uncivil * Extraversion       -0.08 (0.04) † 
Rep * Uncivil * Agreeableness       0.01 (0.07)  
Rep * Uncivil * Conscientiousness       -0.03 (0.06)  
Rep * Uncivil * Emotional stability       0.03 (0.05)  
Rep * Uncivil * Openness       0.02 (0.05)  
Rep * Uncivil * Narcissism       0.03 (0.05)  
Rep * Uncivil * Psychopathy       0.13 (0.07) † 
Rep * Uncivil * Machiavellianism       -0.16 (0.06) ** 
          
Constant 2.85 (0.40) *** 3.31 (0.54) *** 1.34 (1.19)  
          
          
Observations 789   789   789   
R-squared 0.26   0.26   0.42   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived sponsor image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 
7 “very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the four negative character civil messages. Positive messages excluded from 
analysis. 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1  
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Table A18. Study 2: Evaluation of the target; three-way moderated effects (negative vs. positive) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Negative (vs. positive) a 0.18 (0.61)  0.29 (0.82)  0.24 (1.62)  
          
Republican b 0.12 (0.20)  -0.17 (0.27)  -0.23 (0.46)  
          
Republican * Negative -0.19 (0.22)  -0.13 (0.30)  -0.38 (0.52)  
          
Tolerance to negativity 0.27 (0.16) †       
Republican * Tolerance to negativity -0.10 (0.06) †       
Negative * Tolerance to negativity -0.06 (0.17)        
Rep * Negative * Tolerance to negativity 0.03 (0.06)        
          
Conflict avoidance    0.12 (0.18)     
Republican * Conflict avoidance    -0.01 (0.07)     
Negative * Conflict avoidance    -0.08 (0.20)     
Rep * Negative * Conflict avoidance    0.01 (0.07)     
          
Extraversion       -0.17 (0.12)  
Agreeableness       0.38 (0.20) † 
Conscientiousness       -0.22 (0.17)  
Emotional stability       0.40 (0.14) ** 
Openness       -0.21 (0.15)  
Narcissism       -0.05 (0.14)  
Psychopathy       -0.14 (0.21)  
Machiavellianism       0.23 (0.20)  
          
Republican * Extraversion       0.06 (0.04)  
Republican * Agreeableness       -0.07 (0.06)  
Republican * Conscientiousness       0.11 (0.06) † 
Republican * Emotional stability       -0.21 (0.05) *** 
Republican * Openness       0.05 (0.05)  
Republican * Narcissism       0.08 (0.05)  
Republican * Psychopathy       0.01 (0.07)  
Republican * Machiavellianism       -0.02 (0.06)  
          
Negative * Extraversion       0.17 (0.13)  
Negative * Agreeableness       -0.29 (0.22)  
Negative * Conscientiousness       0.23 (0.19)  
Negative * Emotional stability       -0.34 (0.15) * 
Negative * Openness       0.23 (0.16)  
Negative * Narcissism       0.22 (0.16)  
Negative * Psychopathy       -0.04 (0.23)  
Negative * Machiavellianism       -0.30 (0.21)  
          
Rep * Negative * Extraversion       -0.06 (0.05)  
Rep * Negative * Agreeableness       0.09 (0.07)  
Rep * Negative * Conscientiousness       -0.12 (0.06) † 
Rep * Negative * Emotional stability       0.18 (0.05) *** 
Rep * Negative * Openness       -0.06 (0.06)  
Rep * Negative * Narcissism       -0.09 (0.06)  
Rep * Negative * Psychopathy       0.09 (0.07)  
Rep * Negative * Machiavellianism       0.06 (0.07)  
          
Constant 4.25 (0.55) *** 4.64 (0.75) *** 4.24 (1.43) ** 
          
          
Observations 1,081   1,081   1,081   
R-squared 0.12   0.11   0.29   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the two positive messages (positive policy, positive character). 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1  
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Table A19. Study 2: Evaluation of the target; three-way moderated effects (uncivil vs. civil) 
          
 M1   M2   M3   
          
          
 Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig Coef. Se sig 
          
          
Uncivil (vs. civil) a 0.28 (0.53)  -0.35 (0.74)  -1.50 (1.61)  
          
Republican b -0.03 (0.12)  -0.25 (0.18)  -0.87 (0.38) * 
          
Republican * Uncivil -0.10 (0.17)  -0.19 (0.26)  0.37 (0.52)  
          
Tolerance to negativity 0.24 (0.11) *       
Republican * Tolerance to negativity -0.09 (0.04) *       
Uncivil * Tolerance to negativity -0.05 (0.16)        
Rep * Uncivil * Tolerance to negativity 0.03 (0.05)        
          
Conflict avoidance    -0.03 (0.13)     
Republican * Conflict avoidance    -0.02 (0.04)     
Uncivil * Conflict avoidance    0.11 (0.18)     
Rep * Uncivil * Conflict avoidance    0.05 (0.06)     
          
Extraversion       0.06 (0.08)  
Agreeableness       0.10 (0.15)  
Conscientiousness       -0.21 (0.12) † 
Emotional stability       0.11 (0.11)  
Openness       -0.05 (0.10)  
Narcissism       0.24 (0.10) * 
Psychopathy       -0.39 (0.14) ** 
Machiavellianism       0.02 (0.13)  
          
Republican * Extraversion       -0.03 (0.03)  
Republican * Agreeableness       -0.02 (0.05)  
Republican * Conscientiousness       0.06 (0.04)  
Republican * Emotional stability       -0.03 (0.04)  
Republican * Openness       0.02 (0.03)  
Republican * Narcissism       -0.00 (0.04)  
Republican * Psychopathy       0.15 (0.04) ** 
Republican * Machiavellianism       0.01 (0.04)  
          
Uncivil * Extraversion       -0.15 (0.11)  
Uncivil * Agreeableness       -0.02 (0.19)  
Uncivil * Conscientiousness       0.33 (0.16) * 
Uncivil * Emotional stability       -0.08 (0.15)  
Uncivil * Openness       0.14 (0.15)  
Uncivil * Narcissism       -0.08 (0.14)  
Uncivil * Psychopathy       0.42 (0.20) * 
Uncivil * Machiavellianism       -0.21 (0.18)  
          
Rep * Uncivil * Extraversion       0.06 (0.04)  
Rep * Uncivil * Agreeableness       0.06 (0.07)  
Rep * Uncivil * Conscientiousness       -0.10 (0.05) † 
Rep * Uncivil * Emotional stability       0.01 (0.05)  
Rep * Uncivil * Openness       -0.07 (0.05)  
Rep * Uncivil * Narcissism       -0.01 (0.05)  
Rep * Uncivil * Psychopathy       -0.11 (0.07)  
Rep * Uncivil * Machiavellianism       0.08 (0.06)  
          
Constant 4.33 (0.39) *** 5.23 (0.53) *** 5.49 (1.16) *** 
          
          
Observations 789   789   789   
R-squared 0.14   0.14   0.32   
          

Note: In all models the dependent variable is perceived target image and varies between 1 “very negative” and 7 
“very positive” (composite index). 
a Reference category includes the four negative character civil messages. Positive messages excluded from 
analysis. 
b 5-point scale ranging from 1 “Strongly Democrat” to 5 “Strongly Republican”. 
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.1 
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Figure A1. Study 1: Manipulation check (Negative vs. Positive) 
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Figure A2. Study 1: Manipulation check (Character vs. Policy attacks) 
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Figure A3. Study 2: Manipulation check (Negative vs. Positive) 
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Figure A4. Study 2: Manipulation check (Uncivil vs. Civil character attack) 
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Figure A5. Study 1: Evaluation of the sponsor by attack type, Emotional stability, and party ID 

 
Note: Marginal effects, with 95% Confidence intervals, based on coefficients in Table A8 (M3). All other 
variables fixed at their mean. 
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Figure A6. Study 2: Evaluation of the sponsor by incivility, Machiavellianism, and party ID 

 
Note: Marginal effects, with 95% Confidence intervals, based on coefficients in Table A17 (M3). All other 
variables fixed at their mean. 
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Appendix B. Experiments 
 
 
 
Study 1 
 
Participants (US residents) were recruited in May 2019 via the Amazon MTurk online 
platform and invited to fill in a short survey against a small compensation ($0.7; initial 
N=1,508). 
 
Respondents were randomly exposed to one of the following seven treatments: (1) a positive 
message on the issue of health care, where the sponsor advocates for a comprehensive 
reforms and universal coverage (positive, control), (2) a negative message where the policy 
propositions on healthcare of the target were criticized (negative policy, no joke) (3) a 
negative message where the character profile of the target was criticized (negative character, 
no joke), (4) a negative message where the character of the target was strongly criticized, 
using harsh and borderline uncivil words (negative character harsh, no joke), and the three 
same messages but coupled with satirical jokes about the target (respectively: 5, negative 
policy + joke, 6, negative character + joke, and 7, negative character harsh + joke).  
 
All messages were sponsored by Pete Buttigieg, who had announced his candidacy for the 
Democratic nomination for president a month earlier. Six negative messages (all stimuli 
expect the first, positive message) targeted Mitch McConnell, at that time the Republican 
Senate Majority Leader. 
 
Manipulation checks were successful. Respondents in the “negative” conditions, when 
compared to respondents in the “positive” condition, were significantly more likely to 
evaluate the message as “negative”, t(1405) = -26.31, p < .001, and “harsh”, t(1406) = -23.32, 
p < .001, and significantly less likely to evaluate it as “positive”, t(1404) = 24.87, p < .001. 
See Figure A1 in Appendix A. Additionally, respondents in the “character attack” conditions, 
when compared to respondents in the “policy attack” conditions, were only marginally more 
likely to evaluate the message as “negative”, t(1205) = -1.75, p = .080, or “harsh”, t(1406) = -
3.47, p < .001, and marginally less likely to evaluate it as “positive”, t(1205) = 2.41, p = .016. 
See Figure A2. The fact that smaller effects are found in this second set of manipulation 
checks confirms that the differences between these two attacks is only a matter of scope, and 
not of overall perceived “negativity”.  
 
Analyses focus on the distinction between positive (N=200) and negative messages 
(N=1,208), on the one hand, and within negative messages on the distinction between policy 
(N=407) and character attacks (N=801) on the other. Other elements of the attacks (i.e., harsh 
and non-harsh, with and without a humorous component) are distributed equally between the 
two types of attacks which allows us to control the fact that other elements of attacks beyond 
the difference between policy and character attacks is accounted for. 
 
Study 2 
 
Participants (US residents) were recruited in December 2019 via the Amazon MTurk online 
platform and invited to fill in a short survey against a small compensation ($0.7; initial 
N=1,106). 
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Participants were introduced to two fictive candidates - Republican Paul A. Bauer and 
Democrat Carl B. Meyer, both presented as running for a seat in the House of 
Representatives for Minnesota’s 9th Congressional district (Minnesota currently only has 8 
Congressional districts) - via a sheet with a portrait photo and brief biographical and policy 
statements. To increase the realism of the candidates, portraits of real Swiss political figures 
were used: Didier Burkhalter for Paul A. Bauer, and Moritz Leuenberger for Carl B. Meyer. 
Both are former members of the Swiss federal Council but are not well-known outside of 
Switzerland. They are both white males with comparable facial features and ages. See the 
materials in Appendix C. 
 
Respondents were then randomly exposed to one of the following eleven treatments: (1) 
positive policy, (2) positive character, (3) negative policy attack, (4) negative character 
attack, civil, no fear, no populism, (5) negative character attack, civil, fear, no populism, (6) 
negative character attack, civil, no fear, populism, (7) negative character attack, civil, fear, 
populism, (8) negative character attack, uncivil, no fear, no populism, (9) negative character 
attack, uncivil, fear, no populism, (10) negative character attack, uncivil, no fear, populism, 
(11) negative character attack, uncivil, fear, populism. All messages were set up as a mock 
newspaper article where a fictional Republican candidate (Paul A. Bauer) was either 
advocating his position and policies on automobile industry taxation or attacking his fictive 
Democratic opponent (Carl B. Meyer) on that same issue. 
 
Manipulation checks were successful. Respondents in the “negative” conditions, when 
compared to respondents in the “positive” condition, were significantly more likely to 
evaluate the message as “negative”, t(1079) = -21.65, p < .001, and “harsh”, t(1079) = -17.68, 
p < .001, and significantly less likely to evaluate it as “positive”, t(1079) = 15.83, p < .001. 
See Figure A3 in Appendix A. Additionally, respondents in the “uncivil” character attack 
conditions, when compared to respondents in the “civil” character attack conditions, were 
slightly more likely to evaluate the message as “negative”, t(787) = -7.48, p < .001, or 
“harsh”, t(787) = -12.25, p < .001, and less likely to evaluate it as “positive”, t(787) = 2.97, p 
= .003. See Figure A4. 
 
Analyses focus on the distinction between positive (N=192) and negative messages (N=889), 
on the one hand, and within negative character attacks on the distinction between civil 
(N=394) and uncivil attacks (N=395) on the other. The other elements of the attacks (i.e., fear 
and populism appeals) are distributed equally between the different levels of incivility which 
allows us to control the fact that other elements of attacks beyond the difference in incivility 
are accounted for. 
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Appendix C. Materials 
 
 
 
 
C1. Study 1 (May 2019) 
 
C1a. Personality batteries 
 
* Big Five (TIPI; Gosling et al., 2003) 
 

Here are a number of personality traits that may or may not apply to you. Please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement. You should rate 
the extent to which the pair of traits applies to you, even if one characteristic applies 
more strongly than the other. I see myself as... 
- Extraverted, enthusiastic  
- Critical, quarrelsome 
- Dependable, self-disciplined  
- Anxious, easily upset  
- Open to new experiences, complex 
- Reserved, quiet  
- Sympathetic, warm  
- Disorganized, careless  
- Calm, emotionally stable  
- Conventional, uncreative 
(from 1 “Disagree strongly to 7 “Agree strongly”) 

 
* Dark Triad (Dirty Dozen; Jonason & Webster, 2010) 
 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement. 
- I tend to want others to admire me  
- I tend to want others to pay attention to me  
- I tend to expect special favors from others  
- I tend to seek prestige or status  
- I tend to lack remorse  
- I tend to be callous or insensitive 
- I tend to be unconcerned with the morality of my actions  
- I tend to be cynical  
- I have used tricks or lied to get my way  
- I tend to manipulate others to get my way 
- I have used flattery to get my way  
- I tend to exploit others towards my own end 
(from 1 “Disagree strongly to 7 “Agree strongly”) 
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C1b. Treatments 
(bold is original) 
 
* Introduction to the stimulus (all participants): 
 

In the next page you will read an excerpt from a recent speech by Pete Buttigieg, one of 
the candidates competing for the Democratic nomination in the 2020 US Presidential 
election. 
The excerpt deals with the issue of healthcare reform in the USA. Many people in the 
country are still without health insurance and the poorest Americans have much 
shorter life expectancies than the rich. In this context, both Democrats and Republicans 
- for instance Senate Majority leader Mitch McConnell - are increasingly advocating 
for new solutions to reform healthcare. 

 
* Positive (control) 
 

Pete Buttigieg, March 2019: 
“I am advocating for a comprehensive reform to the healthcare system in the USA. I 
believe that we can deliver a new plan that improves the current situation, building on 
the achievements of Obamacare while correcting some of its problems. I will always 
defend pre-existing conditions, and make sure that all Americans, regardless of their 
income or situation, will receive a proper healthcare.” 

 
* Negative policy, no humour 
 

Pete Buttigieg, March 2019: 
“The Republican Party, under the leadership of Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, is trying, again, to reform the healthcare system in the USA. They have 
clearly not learned their lesson from their previous failures. Even controlling both 
houses of the Congress and the Presidency, Republicans are simply incapable of 
tackling a problem as complex as healthcare reform. McConnell’s plan will only 
benefit the rich, exclude patients with pre-existing conditions, and leave millions 
uninsured. The reality is that McConnell’s new healthcare plan is a bad plan.” 

 
* Negative character, no humour 
 

Pete Buttigieg, March 2019: 
“The Republican Party, under the leadership of Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, is trying, again, to reform the healthcare system in the USA. They have 
clearly not learned their lesson from their previous failures. Even controlling both 
houses of the Congress and the Presidency, Republicans are simply incapable of 
tackling a problem as complex as healthcare reform. McConnell in particular lacks 
the leadership skills to steer such an important reform, and his obstructionist 
behavior in the Senate in recent times shows that he will not engage in bipartisan 
discussions. The reality is that Mitch McConnell will not be able to lead a successful 
healthcare reform.” 
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* Negative character harsh, no humour 
 

Pete Buttigieg, March 2019: 
“The Republican Party, under the leadership of Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, is trying, again, to reform the healthcare system in the USA. They have 
clearly not learned their lesson from their previous failures. Even controlling both 
houses of the Congress and the Presidency, Republicans are simply incapable of 
tackling a problem as complex as healthcare reform. McConnell in particular has no 
backbone and lacks any courage to pass sweeping reforms that benefit all. He 
repeatedly lied to the American public about the protection of pre-existing conditions, 
which his plan will not include. The reality is that Mitch McConnell is an 
incompetent and a hypocrite; it would be naïve to trust him.” 

 
* Negative policy, with humour 
 

Pete Buttigieg, March 2019: 
“The Republican Party, under the leadership of Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, is trying, again, to reform the healthcare system in the USA. They have 
clearly not learned their lesson from their previous failures. Even controlling both 
houses of the Congress and the Presidency, Republicans are simply incapable of 
tackling a problem as complex as healthcare reform. McConnell’s plan will only 
benefit the rich, exclude patients with pre-existing conditions, and leave millions 
uninsured. 
Let me tell you something.   
Some are calling McConnell’s plan “Trumpcare”. Funny thing is, that's the first time 
the words 'Trump' and 'care' have ever been said in the same sentence… I’m kidding. 
I’m sure that It can be hard to negotiate with President Trump. Not because it's hard to 
tell what he’s thinking, but simply because it’s hard to tell if he is thinking at all! Just 
look at his tweets! All his sentences seem as though they were written by a 4-year 
old... “Very stable genius”… Keep telling yourself that, Donald. And Mitch McConnel 
thinks that he can sit down with Trump and develop a new, comprehensive healthcare 
reform! That’s textbook delusional syndrome, if you ask me… Some might call it a 
severe pre-existing condition. Poor Mitch, not even his healthcare reform will be able 
to cover that. But enough joking. The reality is that McConnell’s new healthcare plan 
is a bad plan.”       

 
* Negative character, with humour 
 

Pete Buttigieg, March 2019: 
“The Republican Party, under the leadership of Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, is trying, again, to reform the healthcare system in the USA. They have 
clearly not learned their lesson from their previous failures. Even controlling both 
houses of the Congress and the Presidency, Republicans are simply incapable of 
tackling a problem as complex as healthcare reform. McConnell in particular lacks 
the leadership skills to steer such an important reform, and his obstructionist 
behavior in the Senate in recent times shows that he will not engage in bipartisan 
discussions. 
Let me tell you something.   
Some are calling McConnell’s plan “Trumpcare”. Funny thing is, that's the first time 
the words 'Trump' and 'care' have ever been said in the same sentence… I’m kidding. 
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I’m sure that It can be hard to negotiate with President Trump. Not because it's hard to 
tell what he’s thinking, but simply because it’s hard to tell if he is thinking at all! Just 
look at his tweets! All his sentences seem as though they were written by a 4-year 
old... “Very stable genius”… Keep telling yourself that, Donald. And Mitch McConnel 
thinks that he can sit down with Trump and develop a new, comprehensive healthcare 
reform! That’s textbook delusional syndrome, if you ask me… Some might call it a 
severe pre-existing condition. Poor Mitch, not even his healthcare reform will be able 
to cover that. But enough joking. The reality is that Mitch McConnell will not be able 
to lead a successful healthcare reform.” 

 
* Negative character harsh, with humour 
 

Pete Buttigieg, March 2019: 
“The Republican Party, under the leadership of Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, is trying, again, to reform the healthcare system in the USA. They have 
clearly not learned their lesson from their previous failures. Even controlling both 
houses of the Congress and the Presidency, Republicans are simply incapable of 
tackling a problem as complex as healthcare reform. McConnell in particular has no 
backbone and lacks any courage to pass sweeping reforms that benefit all. He 
repeatedly lied to the American public about the protection of pre-existing conditions, 
which his plan will not include.  
Let me tell you something. 
Some are calling McConnell’s plan “Trumpcare”. Funny thing is, that's the first time 
the words 'Trump' and 'care' have ever been said in the same sentence… I’m kidding. 
I’m sure that It can be hard to negotiate with President Trump. Not because it's hard to 
tell what he’s thinking, but simply because it’s hard to tell if he is thinking at all! Just 
look at his tweets! All his sentences seem as though they were written by a 4-year 
old... “Very stable genius”… Keep telling yourself that, Donald. And Mitch McConnel 
thinks that he can sit down with Trump and develop a new, comprehensive healthcare 
reform! That’s textbook delusional syndrome, if you ask me… Some might call it a 
severe pre-existing condition. Poor Mitch, not even his healthcare reform will be able 
to cover that. But enough joking. The reality is that Mitch McConnell is an 
incompetent and a hypocrite; it would be naïve to trust him.” 
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C2. Study 2 (December 2019) 
 
C2a. Batteries for individual differences 
 
* Big Five (TIPI; Gosling et al., 2003) 
 

Here are a number of personality traits that may or may not apply to you. Please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement. You should rate 
the extent to which the pair of traits applies to you, even if one characteristic applies 
more strongly than the other. I see myself as... 
- Extraverted, enthusiastic  
- Critical, quarrelsome 
- Dependable, self-disciplined  
- Anxious, easily upset  
- Open to new experiences, complex 
- Reserved, quiet  
- Sympathetic, warm  
- Disorganized, careless  
- Calm, emotionally stable  
- Conventional, uncreative 
(from 1 “Disagree strongly to 7 “Agree strongly”) 

 
* Dark Triad (Dirty Dozen; Jonason & Webster, 2010) 
 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement. 
- I tend to want others to admire me  
- I tend to want others to pay attention to me  
- I tend to expect special favors from others  
- I tend to seek prestige or status  
- I tend to lack remorse  
- I tend to be callous or insensitive 
- I tend to be unconcerned with the morality of my actions  
- I tend to be cynical  
- I have used tricks or lied to get my way  
- I tend to manipulate others to get my way 
- I have used flattery to get my way  
- I tend to exploit others towards my own end 
(from 1 “Disagree strongly to 7 “Agree strongly”) 

 
* Tolerance to Negativity (Fridkin & Kenney, 2019) 
 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement. 
- Some negative advertisements are so nasty that I stop paying attention to what the 

candidates are saying  
- Hard-hitting commercials attacking the opponent are not helpful during election 

campaigns  
- Negative advertisements discussing a candidate's personal misbehavior are fair game 
- I find negative political commercials attacking a candidate for conduct occurring long 

before the candidate entered public life as uninformative 
(from 1 “Disagree strongly to 7 “Agree strongly”) 
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* Conflict Avoidance (selected items from Bresnahan et al., 2009) 
 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement. 
- I want to see if a dispute will resolve itself before taking action 
- I hate arguments 
- I avoid conflict if at all possible 
- I believe conflict is healthy because it forces people to face their problems 
- I believe that conflict is a reality we must live with 
- Conflict is positive because it gets problems out into the open where they can be dealt 

with 
(from 1 “Disagree strongly to 7 “Agree strongly”) 
 

 
C2b. Treatments 
(highlight is original) 
 
* Introduction to the stimulus (all participants): 
 

On the following page you will read some information about two candidates, who will 
compete next year for a seat in the US House of Representatives for Minnesota's 9th 
Congressional district: Republican Paul A. Bauer, and Democrat Carl B. Meyer.  
Please read the information on the following page carefully. 

 

 
 

[page break] 
 
In the next page we will show you a newspaper clipping, containing a statement from 
Paul A. Bauer (Republican) on the issue of taxation for the automobile industry. Please 
read the text carefully. 
 
[page break] 
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* Positive policy 
 

“Bauer promotes Republicans’ tax policy”  
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
described his plans: “If I win the next election, I will work in the House of 
Representatives to substantially decrease taxes for the auto- mobile industry. This is 
good news. Automobile factories are an important economic actor in our state, 
providing jobs for tens of thousands of people. Lower taxes will keep these companies 
in our country, instead of moving abroad. The result would be lower unemployment 
and higher tax revenues. The Republicans’ low taxation policies will benefit the 
country.” Today, Bauer will continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and 
talking with workers.  

 
* Positive character 
 

“Bauer promotes Republicans’ tax policy”  
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
described his plans: “If I win the next election, I will work in the House of 
Representatives to substantially decrease taxes for the automobile industry. My strong 
experience on this issue is good news. Automobile factories are an important 
economic actor in our state, providing jobs for tens of thousands of people. Lower taxes 
will keep these companies in our country, instead of moving abroad. The result would 
be lower unemployment and higher tax revenues. My low taxation policies will benefit 
the country.” Today, Bauer will continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and 
talking with workers.  

 
* Negative policy civil, no fear, no populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Democrats on tax policy” 
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. This is bad news. Automobile factories are 
an important economic actor in our state, providing jobs for tens of thousands of 
people. Higher taxes would cause these companies to migrate to other countries - or 
even worse, abroad. The result would be rising unemployment and lower tax revenues. 
The Democrats’ high taxation policies will damage the country.” Today, Bauer will 
continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and talking with workers. 

 
* Negative character civil, no fear, no populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy” 
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s inexperience is bad news. 
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Automobile factories are an important economic actor in our state, providing jobs for 
tens of thousands of people. Higher taxes would cause these companies to migrate to 
other countries - or even worse, abroad. The result would be rising unemployment and 
lower tax revenues. Meyer is wrong, and his high taxation policies will damage the 
country.” Today, Bauer will continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and 
talking with workers. 

 
* Negative character civil, fear, no populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy” 
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s inexperience is bad news. His 
ideas will have dramatic consequences. Automobile factories are an important 
economic actor in our state, providing jobs for tens of thousands of people. Higher 
taxes would cause these companies to migrate to other countries - or even worse, 
abroad. The result would be rising unemployment and lower tax revenues. Meyer is 
wrong, and his high taxation policies will damage the country. Dire times are ahead 
for all of us, and especially for the more vulnerable citizens.” Today, Bauer will 
continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and talking with workers.  

 
* Negative character civil, no fear, populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy” 
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s inexperience is bad news, 
especially for us, the American people. Automobile factories are an important 
economic actor in our state, providing jobs for tens of thousands of people. Higher 
taxes would cause these companies to migrate to other countries - or even worse, 
abroad. The result would be rising unemployment and lower tax revenues. Meyer is 
wrong, and his high taxation policies will damage the country. Meyer is just another 
example of Washington elite, a politician detached from reality.” Today, Bauer will 
continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and talking with workers.  

 
* Negative character civil, fear, populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy”  
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s inexperience is bad news, 
especially for us, the American people. His ideas will have dramatic consequences. 
Automobile factories are an important economic ac- tor in our state, providing jobs for 
tens of thousands of people. Higher taxes would cause these companies to migrate to 
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other countries - or even worse, abroad. The result would be rising unemployment and 
lower tax revenues. Meyer is wrong, and his high taxation policies will damage the 
country. Dire times are ahead for all of us, and especially for the more vulnerable 
citizens. Meyer is just another example of Washington elite, a politician detached 
from reality.” Today, Bauer will continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and 
talking with workers.  

 
* Negative character uncivil, no fear, no populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy” 
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s stupidity is bad news. Automobile 
factories are an important economic ac- tor in our state, providing jobs for tens of 
thousands of people. Higher taxes would cause these companies to migrate to other 
countries - or even worse, abroad. The result would be rising unemployment and lower 
tax revenues. Meyer is an imbecile. His high taxation policies are bullshit and will 
damage the country.” Today, Bauer will continue his rally visiting a plant in New 
Venice and talking with workers.  

 
* Negative character uncivil, fear, no populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy”  
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s stupidity is bad news. His ideas 
will have dramatic consequences. Automobile factories are an important economic ac- 
tor in our state, providing jobs for tens of thousands of people. Higher taxes would 
cause these companies to migrate to other countries - or even worse, abroad. The result 
would be rising unemployment and lower tax revenues. Meyer is an imbecile. His high 
taxation policies are bullshit and will damage the country. Dire times are ahead for 
all of us, and especially for the more vulnerable citizens.” Today, Bauer will continue 
his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and talking with workers.  

 
* Negative character uncivil, no fear, populism 
 
“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy” 
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of his 

supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s stupidity is bad news, especially 
for us, the American people. Automobile factories are an important economic ac- tor 
in our state, providing jobs for tens of thousands of people. Higher taxes would cause 
these companies to migrate to other countries - or even worse, abroad. The result 
would be rising unemployment and lower tax revenues. Meyer is an imbecile. His high 
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taxation policies are bullshit and will damage the country. Meyer is just another 
example of Washington elite, a politician detached from reality.” Today, Bauer will 
continue his rally visiting a plant in New Venice and talking with workers. 

 
* Negative character uncivil, fear, populism 
 

“Bauer attacks Meyer on tax policy”  
Yesterday, Republican candidate for Congress Paul A. Bauer gave a speech in front of 
his supporters in Little Rock, Minnesota. One of his key messages was on economy. He 
attacked his competitor, Carl B. Meyer. “Democrat Carl Meyer announced that, if he 
wins the next election, he will work in the House of Representatives to substantially 
increase taxes for the automobile industry. Meyer’s stupidity is bad news, especially 
for us, the American people. His ideas will have dramatic consequences. Automobile 
factories are an important economic ac- tor in our state, providing jobs for tens of 
thousands of people. Higher taxes would cause these companies to migrate to other 
countries - or even worse, abroad. The result would be rising unemployment and lower 
tax revenues. Meyer is an imbecile. His high taxation policies are bullshit and will 
damage the country. Dire times are ahead for all of us, and especially for the more 
vulnerable citizens. Meyer is just another example of Washington elite, a politician 
detached from reality.” Today, Bauer will continue his rally visiting a plant in New 
Venice and talking with workers.  

 
 
C2c. Example of treatment 
(Negative character civil, fear, no populism) 
 

 


